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ABSTRACT 
This is an era dominated by technology and science has developed leaps and bounds. In a way a point has been reached where 

normal classroom teaching methodology seems quite outdated and out of tune with the current era. Constant innovation is the 

name of the game. A normal classroom teaching technique benefits no one. The lecturer resembles a robot who reads stuff related 

to the subject and expects students to follow. This though it may help students gain marks - we find it pretty common that students 

don’t gain knowledge. They crack exams to get marks which in the long run help no one. In this kind of situation a new [2]

methodology is required which in turn helps the overall student community. As always-only the result counts in the current 

scenarios but a process needs to be built. The process must be robust as well. The process we have come up in this paper is 

Objective-to-outcome. This can be termed as O2O. This is based on Concept mapping. The method is to map the objective to the 

outcome. The objective here will be the subject and the outcome will be the documentation that will happen as result of the 

process we follow. Innovation is a key ingredient in this process. Only innovation ensures that the curiosity of the students is 

pricked. In between Objective and Outcome, Assessment plays the role to understand how much the students have learnt. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Social media dictates our lives. It is medium in which news travel fast. It is also a medium where a whole 
set of people can see and act based on what is posted on social media. It is slightly bizarre and disappointing to 
note that people are yet to fully grasp the power of the social media. Why should only the sensationalist things 
trend? It is a medium which can be effectively used for learning. Since social media already has the power to 
take information to a wide range of people, a methodology based on social media is always going to benefit 
everyone concerned. The trick here is to post the correct stuff. Instead of limiting knowledge only to a handful 
of people (read a classroom) the social media [12] has the power to let us visualize the world as a classroom. 
The ones who are clever enough to access the kind of information posted online can benefit immensely. Social 
media connects people [1] and a teaching methodology based on connecting people will do more good than 
harm to the society in general.  

Instead of taking notes sitting in a classroom the students can log onto a virtual classroom where there is 
digital data and information already available in abundance. It is up to the student’s access this information and 
grows in career. The details can be in any format – audio / video [4] / questionnaire. 
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Proposed System: 
The existing method is well documented. You have a lecturer taking classes or showing PowerPoint 

presentation as most students look on. The effectiveness of this method depends on the capability of the lecturer 
[8] and the interest shown by the students. If a subject is a pretty dry one it is hard for the lecturer to create 
curiosity in students and sustain interest. Instead there is always a way to interest students if the lecturer makes 
the sessions more interactive. In a normal scenario it is not so easy to make the classes interactive other than 
having Q&A sessions. But in our teaching method we break the teaching processes into five parts as shown in the 
Fig. 1. 

 

                               
 

Fig. 1: Five parts of the proposed teaching method 

 
Fig. 2: System Design of OAO Methodology 

 
All the five processes are self-explanatory. At a time when only the results count we are basing the 

foundation of the process on social media. The process is straightforward and social media enables us to make 
sure that there is always interaction. 

Objective 

Pre-Assessment 

Innovation 

Post-Assessment 

Outcome 
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With the base being social media it always ensures that the students are always curious and kept on their 
toes. The way of using the social media is the key for success. Each phase will have two key points - Objective 
and Outcome as portrayed in the Fig. 2. The social media will act as the bridge to map the objective to the 
desired outcome. 

 
A. Objective: 

At the initial stage it is very important to set the tone for what is to come. The lecturer has to give a brief 
introduction of what is to come. The objective is laid out by the lecturer. This is an extension of the current day 
method where the lecturer teaches the class. This is the knowledge transfer from the lecturer to the students. 

Imagine a movie - before viewing a movie it is quite natural for the audience to look up for the trailer to see 
what the movie is about. The audience is in a way prepared for what is to come in the movie later. 

In this case the objective acts as the trailer. The students are the audience. They go through the initial 
materials shared by the lecturer. Based on the inputs of the lecturer they will be able to draw an initial picture of 
what to expect under the various topics. 

Since this is no-longer a one-man show-the students are divided into groups and to each group an objective 
will be provided. In other words the objective is nothing but a problem statement or a project definition as 
described in the Table I. The materials provided by the lecturer will be posted on social media – be it a 
Facebook page / closed groups. 

 
Table I: System Design of Objective Phase 

Objective  Outcome  Actors 
To describe the details 
present in a particular topic 

 The materials provided by the 
lecturer to give heads - up to the 
students 

 • Lecturer:- 
Protagonist 
• Students:- 
Audience 
• Presentations:- 
Social media posts 

 
B. Pre-Assessment: 

It is important to ensure that everyone in the team remains on the same page. The responsibility of the 
lecturer doesn’t end with just providing initial presentation or study materials to the students. It is their 
responsibility to understand the troubles or issues faced by the students in a given topic. 

Instead of waiting for exams at the last moment – a phase-wise assessment will go a long way in 
eradicating the last minute hiccups or tensions. 

So the method proposed here is to post some puzzles / Questions and Answers in social media (as detailed 
in Table II) to check whether the students have been able to grasp the nuances of the topics based on the 
materials provided to them earlier by the lecturer as well as the stuff posted online in social media. 

 
Table II: System Design of Pre-Assessment Phase 

Objective  Outcome  Actors 
To initially assess how 
much the students have 
grasped from the initial 
Knowledge transfer session 

 The results of the Questions and 
Answers posted to the students in 
social media- mainly via Google 
forms 

 • Student:- 
Protagonist 
• Lecturer:- 
Consultant / Initial critic  
• Google Forms:- 
Social media posts 

 
C. Innovation: 

Each week the students for whom a topic will be allotted will be asked to host the social media page and 
share the details related to that particular topic. The details that can be posted can be anything- it can be a 
meme. A meme is a visual description of one’s opinion (as detailed in Table III). 

Take an example - a famous scene from a movie can be taken as the source point and something related to 
their topic can be posted instead of the original movie dialogs. 

Batman  - “Do you know what inheritance is?” 
Superman - “Inheritance enables new objects to take on the properties of existing objects.” 
 

Table III: System Design of Innovation Phase 
Objective  Outcome  Actors 
To present in social media 
on the given subject / topic 

 Memes, Pictures, Videos, Collages 
and documents 

 • Presenting group:- 
The crew / admins / curators 
• Student Community: 
Audience 
• Memes / photos:- 
Social Media Posts 
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The posts can be either of the following; 
• A picture – tidbits can be shared one by one on a regular basis which will be easier to remember. 
• A small video – Visual medium strikes a chord with the audience quite easily and small video can be 

posted to present the topic. 
• Collage - It can be a single picture which depicts the summary of the topic. 
The key here is the active participation of the group who are responsible for presenting the topic. It is their 

responsibility to post as much details as possible so that no points go amiss and at the same time it must be 
innovative and must appeal to the audience-in this case the student community. 

 
D. Post-Assessment: 

As always a presentation is not the be-all and end-all. It is important to identify how far the presentations 
have reached the intended audience. This phase will again be similar to the Pre-assessment stage but this has to 
be much more detailed-since the audience will now have a clearer picture and it is to ensure that there are no 
slippages in the topics that need to be covered.  

Post-assessment will provide us with two results; 
1. It will be an indicator of how well the presenting group had presented the topic on the social network 

[11]. 
2. It will also indicate how well the intended audiences are able to grasp and understand the posts that 

have been posted in the social media by the curating group. 
 

Table IV: System Design of Post-Assessment Phase 
Objective  Outcome  Actors 
To examine how well the 
social media posts / 
presentations have worked 

 Results of the Questions and 
Answers posted to the students after 
presentation 
 

 • Presenting group:- 
Reviewers 
• Lecturer:- 
Consultant / Mentors 
• Google forms:- 
Social Media Posts 
• The rest of the class:- 
Protagonists 

 
E. Outcome: 

This is the final stage of this learning process as shown in Table V. All the topics will be covered and in a 
chronological order of the topics the details will be posted in the social media page. The social media page will 
also contain Questions and Answers sessions for each topic so that the whole class is able to participate and test 
their skills. Then there will be tests conducted initially on a granular level and then on the whole unit- this is 
nothing but integration testing. 

The results here will provide the details of how well the methodology works. The tests will be in social 
media as well as the usual unit tests the students face in colleges. The results of both types of tests will indicate 
whether any more areas needs to be worked on and then those areas will be concentrated upon by the lecturers 
at class level as well as at social media level. 

 
Table V: System Design of Outcome Phase 

Objective  Outcome  Actors 
To know the outcome of the 
whole methodology by 
conducting tests 
(unit and social media) 

 Exam results  • Student:- 
Protagonists 
• Lecturer:- 
Examiners 
• Exams / Tests:- 
Appraisal / Results 

 
Comparison of various Phases in Implementation: 

The five different phases (as explained in the Table VI) during the implementation of the proposed 
technique are as follows; 

• Concept Mapping 
• Knowledge Sharing 
• Active Learning 
• Placement Skill Enhancement 
• Self-Appraisal 
• Feedback 
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Table VI: Comparative Details of Every Phase in Implementation 

ATTRIBUTES OBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT OUTCOME 

Concept Mapping To enable students to 
map lesson plan with 
syllabus 

• Sharing ideas during viva in Lab 
hours 
• Class notes mark maintenance 

• Provides figurative approach for the 
concepts 

Knowledge 
Transfer 

To create interest in 
subjects 
(Flipped Classroom 
[10]) 

• Social Media - Likes, Shares, 
Comments 
• Group Discussion 

• Efficient & Effective utilization of 
Social Media 
• Frequent access to the Subject topics 
• Sharing of Knowledge 

Active Learning To enhance team 
building 

• Think Pair Share 
(Assignment / Seminar) 
• Poster Presentation 
(Charts Display)  
• Marketing 
(Panel deciding Winners / Runners) 

• Inculcates more responsibility 
• Cultures the habit of cooperation 
among team members 
• Blossoms innovative ideas 
• Kindles interest to use ICT Tools 

Placement Skill 
Enhancement 

To be aware of industry 
expectations 

• Placement (Moodle) • Ability to meet the Industry 
expectation 

Self - Appraisal • To know about 
oneself 
• To identify the 
weakness 
• To obtain 
constructive feedback  

For Student 
• Pre & Post Questions [9] 
(Google Form) – (Consolidated in 
Excel) 
• Slip Test, Cycle Test, University 
Marks Compared 
For Faculty 
• Feedback (Google Form) 

For Student 
• Can know level of subject knowledge 
• Obtain good University marks 
For Faculty 
• Identify less interested topics among 
students 
• Enhance teaching-learning activity 

 
Experimental Results or Evidences: 
A. Concept Mapping: 

The concept mapping as illustrated in Fig. 3 initiates the teaching [3] learning process by the lecturer with 
the students. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Concept Mapping Phase 
 
B. Knowledge Sharing: 

This phase as shown in Fig. 4 includes the posts by the faculties on the social media such as Facebook as in 
Fig. 4.1 and the students those who missed the classes can get benefited with the video lectures available in the 
webpage as in Fig. 4.2. 
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Fig. 4.1: Facebook Page on Fundamentals of Computing Fig. 4.2: Video Lectures by Concerned Faculty 

Handling Subject 
Fig. 4: Knowledge Sharing Phase 

 
C. Active Learning: 

The Fig. 5 depicts the Active Learning strategies followed by posting the assignment / tutorial questions as 
in Fig. 5.1, followed by the poster presentation that will be graded by colleagues of the same stream as in Fig. 
5.2 and the analysis chart from the poster presentation as in Fig 5.3 finalizes the team which has won. 

 

  
Fig. 5.1: Assignment Questions or Tutorials Fig. 5.2: Poster Presentation 

 

 
Fig. 5.3: Poster Presentation Analysis Chart 
 
Fig. 5: Active Learning Phase 
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D. Placement Skill Enhancement: 
The Moodle plays a major role as depicted in Fig. 6 in conducting the Engineering Skill Test as in Fig. 6.1, 

followed by the marks scored by every student as in Fig. 6.2 and thereby the Grade is analysed to the students 
participated as in Fig. 6.3. 

 

  
Fig. 6.1: Engineering Skill Test through Moodle Fig. 6.2: Marks Secured 

 

 
Fig. 6.3: Students vs. Grade Obtained 
 
Fig. 6: Placement Skill Enhancement Phase 

 
E. Self-Appraisal: 

The faculty can assess the student’s knowledge level through the Self-Appraisal scheme (meant for 
students) as in Fig. 7 which would enable them to concentrate more on the areas were they lag. The 
Questionnaire will be posted before teaching a topic (as in Fig. 7.1) and after completing the topic (as in Fig. 
7.2) 

 

  
Fig. 7.1: Pre-Class Q&A Fig. 7.2: Post-Class Q&A 
Fig. 7: Self-Appraisal Phase 
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F. Feedback: 
The feedback phase as in Fig. 8 will help the faculties to know the interest of the students and hence the 

concentration can be given more on the particular set of students.  
 

  
 

Fig. 8: Feedback Phase 
 
Conclusion: 

The existing systems were analyzed and the proposed methodology proved to be a successful system. The 
social media has been started getting utilized effectively. The students developed innovations [6] in presenting a 
topic of their interest. The change from monotonous learning created interest among student community. 
Ingenuous students gained experience, information and the ability to organize things. Every student got the 
opportunity to plan, prepare and organize. The detailed learning was accomplished for a subject that can be 
followed for other subjects as well. Active learning process was inculcated that helped in analyzing what to post 
by knowing the pulse of the audience. Self-appraisal helped in one’s development [7] and to identify the areas 
that needed concentration. Various tools for learning were effectively utilized. This system cultivated a sense of 
responsibility among every student. It paved way for team-building. The study materials were accumulated in a 
wider range. The data were altogether digitalized. 
 
Future Enhancement: 

Initially this can be initiated within a closed group – i.e. a class of 40 students. Once the students begin to 
master, this can be made available for the whole world-student community in general. This will ensure that the 
whole social media [5] becomes a virtual classroom and there is a one-stop to gather or obtain a variety of 
learning materials with regards to any given topic. Since the details will be mainly digitalized-the issue of 
getting damaged is very limited. Once the details are accessible to the wider audience –the sky is only the limit. 
The more the people buy into this methodology the more innovative teams can become and the learning process 
will be all the more effective. This will ensure that people are using the social media in a highly useful method 
instead of throwing vitriol on each other or trolling others. 
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